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WHAT DOES "HOME" MEAN TO YOU ?
Now, weeks into the lockdown, we all have had a long time to contemplate the walls in
which we live in. What does "home" mean to you ? Through our ongoing "Living with
art" series, we focus on the beauty and wellbeing of what it is to be surrounded  by art.
Home is about comfort, safety, and joy. Art can bring all of this as well as a sense
of fullfilment when you choose to bring art into your home. Maybe it is your time to
seize this moment ?  
Art is a multi-sensory experience which is difficult to replicate on a screen. As we are
more attached to our computers, InSight Artspace has had to adjust to new strategies.
The internet is now our primary medium to engage with our audience. Additionally to our website, we have
extended our artists exposure to online platforms such as Artsy. We will also be providing
more interactivity on behalf of our artists in the coming weeks. 
During this unprecedented time, we are proud to represent a few artists who have been dedicated
in helping others through their art and raising money for a variety of causes. These include: childhood
education, human trafficking, and drug addiction. These artists are the ones who have been on the front
line, raising  money from the very beginning of the pandemic. We are delighted to highlight one of them in
this edition: Layla Love. 
I founded my gallery on the belief that art is as an essential component of life, and I do believe this
now more than ever. 
We are all in this together - InSight Artspace donates 10 % of sales to the COVID 19 pandemic fund. 
Stay well, stay safe and stay inspired.
Truly yours,
Catherine Testorf
Founder/Director
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Layla Love has been "painting with light" since she was 12

years old. After studying journalism and global

communications at Richmond International University in

London, Layla Love began a 5 year photojournalism tour to

compromised regions with a focus on the plight of women.

 Learned from classic darkroom photography, Love

challenges tradition and develops innovative printing

techniques loved by collectors. She captures life as a series of

adventures and expeditions into the unknown, returning

always with a greater sense of what it means to be human.

Having experienced a wide spectrum of life, from foreign

prisons to royal palaces, her social justice activism has taught

her to employ the power of creative force to transcend any

circumstance.

Top : the "butterfly series" at collector's homes.

The "Butterfly Effect"

In the artist's own words:

"Times of great existential reflection call on all of us to discover new inspiration and
strength. Through this collection, I illustrate metamorphosis during this time of
collective social reverie. Just as a butterfly's manifestation represents a time of

cocooning and self isolation; it emerges transformed".



The Butterfly Effect series is a collection of unique artworks. Love uses elements
such as 24ct. gold or silver mirrored foil to illuminate the details within the butterfly's
wings. Love relishes in the nuance of the creative process. Just like each butterfly's

wings are unique, Love emulates nature in this way. 
Love asserts that art has a magnetic draw which is unique to each piece. She attests
that there is a relationship between the collector and the work. Layla explains: "There
is the moment when one's eyes cross the work in such a way that they know that it is

meant to be with them".  
Through the Butterfly Effect Collection, Layla Love invites you to focus on life's

treasures in the comfort of your home - illuminating the space as an artistic oasis.
A PORTION OF THE ARTIST'S PROCEEDS WILL GO TOWARD PRINTING ART

CARDS FOR OUR BELOVED ELDERY.

Video of "The Butterfly Effect in Blues and Gold", collaboration with
Max Lemaire

https://mcusercontent.com/10e6088bbb9429ab584f7b9af/files/c05d3262-e3ba-4013-b298-c94a042888c2/IMG_5080.mov


Above: Photos of Layla Love's art shown at collector's homes. 

UPCOMING EVENTS

VIRTUAL STUDIO VISIT | DOMENIC ESPOSITO

Thursday, May 14, 2020

5:00 pm - 6:00 pm

Domenic Esposito is nationally known for his 800 pounds Opioid Spoon which honors the thousands of

families who have lost loved ones to drug addiction. Learn more about Domenic's journey from finance to

art and his ambition to create sculptures which symbolize human injustices in our society (picture above:

corrupted I, brain sculpture in bronze). 



Join the virtual studio visit organized by the Pelham Art Center with the following link: 

View Event Details

NEXT : LIVING WITH ART WILL FEATURE ARTIST SHREYA

MEHTA IN OUR SUMMER EDITION 2020.

Discover the work and the mission of artist Shreya Mehta.

Through her art and philanthropy, she helps improve

education in her native country.  Due to the coronavirus

pandemic, she is currently supporting local front-liners. 

100 % of her proceeds go to local charities.

THANK YOU FOR JOINING US AT

SCOPE ART FAIR NYC 2020

March 5 - 8, 2020  where we exhibited works by

Layla Love | Esther Rosa | Lori Schouela | Domenic Esposito

https://www.pelhamartcenter.org/event/virtual-studio-visit-domenic-esposito/
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1nGCcgMZy8SOw4jIXbozM0Cf8bhDhk-RV/view?usp=sharing


WATCH VIDEO by clicking on the image

InSight Artspace has an extensive & curated selection of works available.

We are pleased to offer private viewings in New York, Westchester, New Jersey, &

Connecticut. Please contact the gallery for more information at info@insightartspace.com
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